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Search : A D3 Mining approach
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Abstract - User personalization becomes more important task for web search engines. We develop a unified
model to provide user personalization for efficient web search. We collect implicit feedback from the users by
tracking their behavior on the web page based on their actions on the web page. We track actions like save,
copy, bookmark, time spent and logging into data base, which will be used to build unified model. Our model is
used as a collaborative framework using which related users can mine the information collaboratively with little
amount of time. Based on the feed back from the users we categorize the users and search query. We build the
unified model based on the categorized information, using which we provide personalized results to the user
during web search. Our methodology minimizes the search time and provides more amount of relevant
information.
Index terms - Feature extraction ,similarity measure ,SQ categorization and page classification
Motivation
World Wide Web contains huge data-both structured and unstructured and it is a dynamic environment
as the data and the user change frequently. In such a dynamic environment, the task of finding desired
information quickly and exactly becomes crucial and tracking user search behavior is also difficult. This
motivated to personalization of web search where customizing the user’s search environment according to their
interests and thus aids the user to identify their information need without much difficulty.
Background
Ioannis Anagnostopulos and Ilias Maglogiannis in their work proposed, Adapting user’s browsing and
web evolution features for effective search in medical portals [2] is an intelligent meta-search algorithm
exclusively for health-related web search, capable of self-adapting over the continuous changes that occur on
medical sites, using a web evolution adaptation mechanism. The algorithm also supports personalization
features based on user’s browsing behavior. When user’s preferences are used jointly with dynamic survey
mechanism that adapts to web evolution events and changes, a more efficient medical related search is provided.
Transparency is achieved for both personalization and web evolution adaptation mechanisms, requiring virtually
none effort from the user’s part. The construction of the personalized preferences is performed in a totally
transparent way, without interferences in the users’ browsing behavior, while the merged meta-results are
presented without labeling their source, ensuring that the user is completely unbiased to his preferences. The
only feedback that the user receives is a text paragraph regarding the URL as most of web search engines do.
The personalized preferences are recorded on client –side and they are updated continuously according to the
meta- results acquired by the user, the time spent for their exploration as well as their download volume. Thus,
the user’s profile is also adjusted to any possible changes in respect to his information needs. The paper provides
the implementation details for the proposed meta-search algorithm along with its initial assessment.
Practical algorithms and lower massive bounds for similarity search in massive graphs, proposed by
Daniel Fogares and Balazs Racz [1] is scalable to graphs with billions of vertices on a distributed architecture.
The similarities of multi step neighborhoods of vertices are numerically evaluated by similarity functions using
SimRank and PSimRank similarity functions for the application of fingerprint verification. The SimRank,
includes a recursive refinement of co- citation, and PSimRank, includes a novel variant with better theoretical
characteristics. These methods are presented in a general framework of Monte Carlo similarity algorithms that
pre-compute an index database of random fingerprints, and at query time, the similarities are estimated from the
fingerprints. It is justified in the paper that in approximation the method is asymptotic worst–case lower bounds.
The above-specified algorithm is utilized in the proposed system to exploit the similarity information between
various set of nodes. Here the set of nodes refers to a set of web pages the user visited for a search query in each
session.
An Evaluation of Personalized Web Search for Individual User, by S.Sendhilkumar and T.V. Geetha
[4] supports user searches by learning about user preferences and by observing responses to prior search
experiences aided by User Conceptual Index (UCI) to improve user search in the World Wide Web. The paper
also directly focused on the evaluation of the results of individual user’s UCI based search and introduces three
measures for the purpose. The paper addressed the problem of irrelevant web search results for a novice user
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and suggested two mechanisms to solve the problem: Context oriented and Individual oriented personalized
search. Context includes factors like the nature of information available, the information currently being
examined, when and what applications in use and so on. The Individual oriented search encompasses elements
like the user’s goals, prior and tacit knowledge, past information seeking behaviors, among others. With the aim
of developing a personalized search system for an efficient web search a new search – aiding index called the
UCI that incorporates both the contents of search as well as the individual’s search activity has been proposed in
the paper. The main aim of the UCI is to assess the relationship between the ranks of a search result as returned
by a web search engine and the individuals’ perceived relevancy of the result. The common evaluation method
applied in Information Retrieval systems is precision and recall and it usually requires relevance feedback from
users. However, obtaining relevance feedback explicitly from users for personalized web search systems is
extremely challenging and time consuming due to the large size of WWW. For reducing the time needed for
evaluation the paper suggests the user was asked to provide relevance judgments only for the top 30 pages
among the result pages. The paper also presents a personalized web search using UCI, recommending pages for
individual user. Also it focuses on three measures namely the Page-Query relevancy, the Page-Interest relevancy
and the Query-Interest relevancy that are used along with the UCI to evaluate the relevancy of a page with
respect to the users’ context of search. These measurements are utilized in the proposed system to evaluate the
final results.
Orland Hoeber and Xue Dong Yang [5] in their work developed two systems to support the visual
exploration of web search results rather than list based representation. They are HotMap and Concept
Highlighter. In both of these systems, the search results are provided at two levels of detail: an overview map
that provides a compact and abstract representation of the top 100 documents returned by the underlying search
engine and a detail window that shows 20-25 documents at a time. The paper addresses one of the reason for
users do not delve deeply into the set of search results is due to the factor that the list based representation does
not readily support the user’s relevance decision making tasks. Document surrogates must be considered one–
by–one in blocks of ten at a time, resulting in an inability to explore the search results easily. To address this
shortcoming of list based representations, they have developed two interfaces to support the visual exploration
of web search results:HotMap and ConceptHighlighter. In HotMap, the frequencies of each of the query terms
from the user’s queries are depicted visually using color-coding. This allows the users to easily identify “hot”
documents based on the frequent appearance of the query terms within the document surrogates. In addition to
this visual representation, the search results can be dynamically resorted based on the query term frequencies,
supporting an interactive exploration of the search results. In Concept Highlighter, a set of relevant concepts is
generated from a concept knowledge base using the query terms; interactive concept-based fuzzy clustering is
used to cluster the search results with respect to these concepts. The same kind of dual window projection but in
web graphical format is made in the proposed system.
Wenxue Tao and Wanli Zuo in their work of Query Sensitive Self Adaptable Web Page Ranking
Algorithm [7] analyses HITS and PageRank, ranking algorithms and points out their limitations in capturing
both global and local importance scopes. A new query-sensitive algorithm termed as Page-Rank satisfying both
global and local authority is introduced and several strategies for combining the algorithm with traditional
PageRank are also proposed. The global importance scope incorporates a broader area covering the area just
represented by the query. And it could be the whole Internet, total Web pages indexed by a search engine, or a
predefined category of a search engine according to the specific topic represented by the query. Global
importance scope involves Web page content, Web page out-links, Web page outside environment, the authority
of the web site to which the Web page belongs, etc. Different from global importance scope, the local
importance scope implies the exact area represented by the query. As the user’s query is unpredictable, the topic
or the area represented by the query is often quite different from the predefined topics in the search engine.
Therefore, the global importance scope and the local importance scope are often diverse, and cannot substitute
each other. The ranking of result pages should reflect not only the authority in the broader scope but also the
authority in the exact scope represented by the query, i.e. the query sensitiveness. In HITS algorithm, the link
structure of a graph is analyzed to find the set of hub pages and a set of authority pages in an iterative fashion.
The computation is carried out at query time and efficiency becomes a practical concern. Hence the algorithm is
not fit for the proposed system. In PageRank algorithm, though computation is offline, it involves whole portion
of the Internet. Thus only global scope is considered and not the local scope. As [7] addresses the importance of
both the scope, the PageRank algorithm is not taken into account for the proposed system. Topic sensitive
algorithm is not considered since it contains enormous topics to categorize and clustering them is a big
cumbersome. Moreover, too much of clusters lead to sacrifice global importance. In Query-Sensitive PageRank
algorithm, a voting mechanism is involved. For each list of inverse table, the top ‘n’ Web pages is selected to
construct a voting set. The algorithm is also not taken into account since it is uncertain that all existing web
pages remain unchanged throughout the time.
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Methodology
The user interface is a tabbed web browser, which is a part of the system. Through this browser the
user can provide short-term query simultaneously in multiple tabs for his information need. The user interacts
with the system to give search query, to view the ranked results and to view the re ranked results. The re ranking
is done based on the past search behavior of the user with the system. The browser also supports for providing
actions like SAVE, COPY, PRINT AND E-MAIL, which depicts the importance of the web page for his need.
The browser also projects the re-ranked results in an interactive graph like structure rather than list based
representations.
Each user-visited web page is represented by a set of index words that comes under top list. The usage
time of each search query and usage-time of each visited page is calculated transparently without disturbing the
user.
Based on the search query, index word and usage-times, the User Conceptual Index (UCI) is calculated.
The UCI can be represented mathematically as a function of weights of above parameters. The usage time
directly indicates whether previous search results were relevant or irrelevant to the user’s information need.
The search queries that have similar or related meaning are categorized to a group using worddictionary in-order to avoid inconsistencies that arise in above strategies.
The visited-pages that have similar or related index words are also categorized to recommend the pages
for a novice user. The users with similar search behavior are categorized to a group to improve the efficiency of
personalization mechanisms. The pages are re-ranked by analyzing individual’s behavior and are projected to
them in dual window. Some of the strategy for personalization of web search is described as follows:
1. A user’s search history can be collected without direct involvement.
2. The user’s profile can be constructed automatically from the user’s search history and is dynamically
updated.
3. The categories that are likely to be of interest to the user are deduced based on his search behavior.
Feature Extraction
The first step in the project is to extract the feature of the user-visiting page. The feature of a page, P is
defined as a set of top ‘n’ frequently occurring terms. In order to extract the features, the source content of each
page is extracted and it is de-tagged. From the de-tagged page, the stop words are removed and the terms in the
page are extracted. From the set of terms, the top ‘n’ frequently occurring terms is extracted. These ‘n’ terms
form as index words of the page.
Algorithm : Feature Extraction
{
Given: User visiting page Pi
Procedure:
step1: The de- tagged and stop words eliminated page Pi can be represented as
IW= {IW1, IW2, IW3, IWn} and
F= {F1, F2, F3… Fn} where IW is the index word set and F is the Frequency set corresponding to IW
and n is the number of index words in the page.
step2: Select top ‘k’ frequency words
Ftopk= {F1, F2 … Ft} which corresponds to IWtopk= {IW1, IW2… IWt}
Where k<=t<=n.
step3: Compute the mean for the above set
µ (Ftopk) =[F1+F2+…+Ft]/t
step4: The keywords in IWtop that have frequency above µ (Ftopk) form the feature of the page.
step5: Now represent the feature of the page as
Feature (Pi) = {F1, F2 …Fm}
Where 1<=m<=k.
step6: End
}
User Association Analysis
The user association is analyzed to find the similarity of search among different users. From the set of
visited-pages, the actions performed by the user are monitored. From the action it is concluded whether the page
is useful to the user. The order in which the page is visited is also tracked and a directed graph is constructed.
The usage-time for each page forms the weight of the page.
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Algorithm : Similarity measure
{
Given: User behavior graph
Procedure:
step1: Indexing
for i:=1 to N do
for every vertex j of the web graph do
Behavior [i] [j] []: =reversed path of length l starting from j.
end
end
step2: User Sim(i,j)
Sim:=0
for i:=1 to N do
for j:=1 to N do
let k be the smallest offset with
Behavior[i][u][k]=Behavior[j][u][k]
if such k exists then
Sim=Sim+ck
end
end
return Sim/N
step 3: End
}
The above algorithm is used to identify the similarity behavior between two users. Whenever the search
behavior is common, then it is certain that the users might come from same source point. Thus, higher the length
l in the above algorithm, greater is the similarity.
Search Query Categorization
Greater the number of times a user uses a particular SQ, greater is the interest of the user on the
particular topic associated with the search query terms. If the previous search result is not relevant to the user’s
information need, then the user might modify the SQ to fit into their context of search. Even though the search
keyword gets changed, the information need on a topic doesn’t get changed in that session. Hence the alternate
keyword supplied by the user may also be intended to search exactly for same topic. So it is necessary to
identify the alternate meanings of user’s search query, which leads to categorization of the search query. The
query categorization is necessary to reduce the limitations in key word based search.
Algorithm : SQ Catergorization
{
Given: Search Queries given by the user in a due course of time
Procedure :
Step1: Collect all the search queries given by the user in a due course of time.
Step2: Find the alternate meaning of the search query using a word dictionary.
Step3: Find whether the result of
step2 exists in the search query set provided by the user.
Step 4: If such commonalities exist, update the TF matrix and ST matrix.
}
Visited Page Categorization
Higher the similarity ranks between two users, greater the commonalities of search between them. Two
pages can be said to similar even they spoke of exactly the same topic with different keywords. Hence it is
necessary to identify the alternate meanings of the Index words, which leads to categorization of the visited
page. The categorization of the page is used to expand the similarity rank calculation, which aids to identify
common search behavior.
Algorithm: Page Classification
{
Given: The index terms of all the visited pages by the user in a due course of time
Procedure:
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Step1: Collect all the index terms of all the visited pages by the user in a due course of time.
Step2: Find the alternate meaning of the index terms using a word dictionary.
Step3: Find whether the result from step2 exists in the index terms set collected from user history.
Step 4: If such commonalities exist, update the SFmatrix
}
Results and Analysis

Fig1. shows the name of user

Fig 2. shows the result for query Data mining

fig 3. shows the page source of url clicked
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Fig 4 displays the result of action performed.

Fig 5 Displays the proposed results.

The results displayed above shows , the recommended results from our framework according to the
interest of the users.
Conclusion
With the semi-structure of information on the Internet and the arbitrariness of releasing the enormous amount of
web pages, turns finding desired information quickly and exactly to be a crucial task. Search engine is playing
an increasing important role in information retrieval on the Internet. The search results given by search engines
are generally sorted on descendent importance of its usage. Humans think in terms of concepts but the concept
may be differing from one another. Hence the importance of a page is gained from users with different concepts.
Thus this contradictory importance does not be feasible in future. Hence user centric personalization is the only
solution to solve the problem. We further investigate this framework to increase the relevancy of the web links
to the search query.
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